On behalf of the Board, I take this opportunity to wish you a happy Easter. Stay safe
and stay at home.
It may not have the feel of a normal Easter this year but it is a time to be “together”
whether it will be by phone or email. We thought a detailed update about the
Scholarship Awards evening would be timely to keep you up to date and in contact
with us at the ANMC.
We bring to you an overview of the evening, so sit back, relax and we hope you
enjoy this Easter newsletter.
Arlene Bennett
President
The ANMC Scholarship Awards evening was held on 5th March 2020, which was a
wet and chilly Thursday evening. Due to the miserable weather, some of our
members chose not to brave the elements, however just on 90 people donned their
jackets and armed with umbrellas, ventured out to the ANMC.
The evening
commenced with
canapes and drinks in
the Atrium of Fawkner
Towers, providing a
relaxed atmosphere to
socialize prior to the
main event.
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Dr Beverley Wood, Scholarship Chair, opened the evening, covering off some
housekeeping, highlighting, due to the Coronavirus COVID-19 there would be no
shaking hands. Dr Wood introduced Arlene Bennett, ANMC President to open the
evening.

Dr Beverley Wood Scholarship Chair, ANMC Scholarship Awards Evening 2020

Arlene Bennett ANMC President, ANMC Scholarship Awards Evening 2020

We have the pleasure to introduce you to our 2020 Scholarship recipients;
The Vivian Bullwinkel Award
Dr Beverley Wood introduced the recipient of the Vivian Bullwinkel award.
Before presenting this award, Dr Wood shared a little story, this is what she said:
‘In the planning for this event, we were drafting the invitations, and inserted a
watermark of Vivian and Betty - after some discussion, we thought we would
remove it however, after several attempts, the watermark would not budge. We
took this as a sign that Betty and Vivian, in this, our 70th Anniversary year, are
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always with us.’

Vivian Bullwinkel and Betty Jeffrey

Vivian Bullwinkel Award
Vivian Bullwinkel was the sole survivor of the massacre on Banka Island 1942. She
was subsequently taken a prisoner of war and reunite with other nurses from the
Vyner Brooke. Vivian gave evidence of the massacre at a war crimes tribunal in
Tokyo. She devoted herself to the nursing profession and to honouring those killed
on Banka Island, raising funds for a nurses’ memorial and serving on numerous
committees.

Vivian Bullwinkel at the war crimes tribunal 1946
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Dr Wood welcomed Mr John Bullwinkel, nephew of Vivian, to present the Vivian
Bullwinkel Award to Priscilla Gates.
Priscilla is undertaking a
PhD that looks at the
cognitive impairment of
patients with aggressive
lymphoma. There have
been limited studies re
cancer related cognitive
impairment (CRCI) but to
date there have been few
which include lymphoma
patients.
The study along with MRI’s
will be able to assess
patients and their
experiences of cognitive
impairment and there may
be ways in which they can
minimize these symptoms
throughout their treatment
as a result. This is a nurseled study that is very
promising.
Betty Jeffrey Award
Betty Jeffrey was also a prisoner of war nurse. When she was liberated and had
recovered, together with Vivian Bullwinkel, they travelled around Victoria raising
funds to establish the (Australian) Nurses Memorial Centre, to be a living memorial
to all the nurses who lost their lives. The Nurses Memorial Centre opened its doors
on the 19th February 1950 with Betty was the first Administrator of the Centre and
she would head the Betty Jeffrey Auxiliary.
Betty driving to the “Radio-thon” to raise funds for the
Nurses Memorial Centre.
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Ms Sara Renshaw, Betty Jeffrey’s niece presented the Betty Jeffrey Award to
Alison Hansen.
Alison Hansen is undertaking
a PhD that is about the
duration of seclusion of
women in forensic mental
health settings and their
experiences. Seclusion is a
restrictive practice that aims
to protect the person or
others from harm however it
can result in trauma –related
harm and re-traumatisation.
In the forensic mental health
setting there is an increase in
the duration is increasing.
Alison hopes to discover ways
in which seclusion may be
minimised or even possibly
be eliminated.
The Australian Nurses Memorial Centre Indigenous Nurse Scholarship
This scholarship is awarded to an Indigenous nurse to enable them to improve
health outcomes. The scholarship was presented by Ms Arlene Bennett,
President ANMC to Kaely Kennedy.
Kaely Kennedy is
undertaking a Masters of
Nursing Practice –
Emergency Nursing. She is
currently employed at St
Vincent's Hospital in
Melbourne in the
Emergency Department.
Kaely is a very proud
member of the
Taungurung Clan. She has
a strong engagement with
her patients and the
Victorian community.
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The Australian Legion of Ex-Servicemen and Women Scholarships.

The Australian Legion of Ex Servicemen and Women scholarships are a wonderful
way to remember those who served. Each of the recipients has either had a relative
in the Services or they are in the Services at present or in the past themselves.
Since 2008 the Legion of Ex-Service Men and Woman have worked in collaboration
with the ANMC. Mr Roger Clifton, the Chair of the Victorian Veterans Council
awarded the scholarships to each of our recipients –

Roger Clifton presents ALS scholarship to Anne Craigie

Anne is undertaking
studies to become a
Nurse Practitioner at
St Vincent’s Hospital,
Melbourne (SVHM)
specializing in the care
of people with liver
related diseases
within the prison
population. She hopes
to be able to advocate
for health service
expansion and to
increase Nurses
Practitioner services
within SVHM to
improve equity and
access to quality and
cost-effective care for
specific populations. She will be involved in Nurse Led Models of Care.
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Roger Clifton presents ALS scholarship to Alison Lemoh

Alison is undertaking
a Master of Advanced
Nursing Practice at the
University of
Melbourne. She is
employed at the Peter
MacCallum Hospital
where she works In
ICU Outreach. Her
studies will enable her
effectively identify
issues to implement
changes that will
positively impact
people who have
cancer

Roger Clifton presents ALS scholarship to Kylie Moon

Kylie is undertaking a
Master in Clinical
Education at the
University of
Melbourne. She is
currently working in the
ICU at the Royal
Melbourne Hospital.
Her studies will look at
resuscitation events in
ICU and their outcomes.
Currently there is
information on
improvement with
resuscitation science
but there hasn’t been a
corresponding
improvement in
survival outcomes American Heart
Association. This means
that the implication is that there is a shortfall in the knowledge delivery and
retention. Kylie will attempt to find the types of cardiac arrest and the types of
education given to the ICU staff in order to improve patient outcomes.
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Roger Clifton presents ALS scholarship to Cindy Joseph
Cindy is undertaking a
Master of Clinical
Education at the
Australian Catholic
University. She is a
Clinical Nurse Educator
in South West
Healthcare,
Warrnambool at present
and regards this course
as an important link to
assisting nurses, within
her area, to learn about
the critically ill patient.
She also acknowledges
the benefits of quality
clinical learning
environments that are
linked to increased nurses job satisfaction and retention.
Roger Clifton presents ALS scholarship to Rebecca Jedwab
Rebecca is undertaking
a PhD at Deakin
University looking at
the use of Electronic
Medical Records (EMR)
and the successful
uptake of their use
within nursing. The
wellbeing of nurses
must be considered and
things such as this are
very important to their
use of EMR within the
Australian context.
Nurse wellbeing is
multi-factual, complex,
and an important factor
in quality of care,
workplace safety
culture, resilience to
stress, motivation and engagement in change. The wellbeing of the nurses has been
linked to patient safety and quality of care outcomes.
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Roger Clifton presents ALS scholarship to Nathan Havlin

Nathan was a
recipient of our 2019
ALS Scholarship. He
is a serving member
of the Army Reserve.
He is undertaking a
Master of Nursing to
become a Nurse
Practitioner. He is
currently employed
by St Vincent’s
Hospital Melbourne
within the
Emergency
Department.

ALS Scholarship Recipients

Anne Craigie, Roger Clifton, Alison Lemoh, Rebecca Jedwab, Kylie Moon, Cindy Joseph and Nathan Havlin
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The Anne Murray Mental Health Scholarship
The Anne Murray Mental Health Scholarship is made available by the generous
donation and support of Ms Dolores Makris in memory of her dear friend, life
partner and dedicated nurse, Anne Murray. Anne was born 27th January 1946 in
Bendigo Victoria. Anne was accepted for nursing at Prince Henry’s Hospital and
following graduation, she continued her nursing at Prince Henry’s Hospital. Her
nursing career took her London where she studied and worked for 2 years at the
Stoke Mandeville Hospital Spinal Injuries Centre. Anne joined the Royal Air Force
as officer-medical evacuations, and also worked in Zimbabwe and Johannesburg
hospitals as a Royal Air Force nurse. She returned to Melbourne due to her
parents’ ill health, working at St Vincent’s Private Hospital, Urology until she
retired in August 2010. Anne was diagnosed with early frontal lobe dementia in
October 2010 and sadly passed away in August 2014.
Ms Dolores Makris presents the Anne Murray Mental Health Scholarship to
Elizabeth Evans
Elizabeth is studying
Graduate Certificate in
Mental Health Nursing at
the Western Sydney
University. She is working in
Pediatrics at the Sydney
Children’s Hospital as a
Clinical Nurses Consultant,
Pain Management Service.
By completing the course,
she hopes to gain an
improved understanding
approach to children who
are suffering pain as many
of them have comorbidities. This will add a
new dimension to the care
that she will be able to
deliver.
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Prince Henry’s Affiliates Scholarship
The Prince Henry’s Affiliates sponsor a scholarship awarded biennially. Many will
remember Prince Henry’s Hospital, a large general hospital located at 236 St Kilda
Road, which was closed then demolished in 1994. An association of former staff,
Prince Henry’s Affiliates, continued until 2008 when a fund for a scholarship to
support study in patient-centered acute care was established.
Miss Marion Kilvert, Life Member of ANMC and representative of The Prince
Henry’s Affiliates presented the Scholarship to Casey Johnson
Casey is undertaking
her Master of
Advanced Clinical
Nursing- Intensive
Care Nursing Stream
at Monash University.
She has developed a
strong passion for
Intensive Care
Nursing and hopes
post graduate studies
will advance her
knowledge and skills
to improve patient
care.

The President and the board sincerely thank all the members of the Scholarship
Committee who have worked tirelessly to make the scholarships a showcase of
nursing endeavor. Dr Beverley Wood, Dr Elizabeth Lavender, Professor Maxine
Duke, Dr Kerry Hampton and Professor Lisa McKenna have been truly amazing
with the countless hours of reviewing, ranking, and whittling down the
applications to the interview process. Thank you.
The ANMC Scholarship Awards evening was a great celebration of nursing. It was a
very positive event filled with happiness and hope for continued nursing
excellence and continues to be the highlight of the year.
Congratulations to all of the Recipients and we will look forward to hearing of their
progress in the future.
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And a little bit of fun to entertain you during our ‘stay at home’ social distancing
which we hope you will enjoy!
Stay safe and stay well.
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